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Data-driven Network Reduction for
Transmission-Constrained Unit Commitment
S. Pineda, J. M. Morales and A. Jime´nez-Cordero
Abstract—The transmission-constrained unit commitment
(TC-UC) problem is one of the most relevant problems solved
by independent system operators for the daily operation of
power systems. Given its computational complexity, this problem
is usually not solved to global optimality for real-size power
systems. In this paper, we propose a data-driven method that
leverages historical information to reduce the computational
burden of the TC-UC problem. First, past data on demand
and renewable generation throughout the network are used
to learn the congestion status of transmission lines. Then, we
infer the lines that will not become congested for upcoming
operating conditions based on such learning. By disregarding the
capacity constraints of potentially uncongested lines we formulate
a reduced TC-UC problem that is easier to solve and whose
solution is equivalent to the one obtained with the original TC-
UC problem. The proposed approach is tested on the IEEE-
96 system for different levels of congestion. Numerical results
demonstrate that the proposed approach outperforms existing
ones by significantly reducing the computational time of the TC-
UC problem.
Index Terms—Unit Commitment, Transmission Line Conges-
tion, Machine Learning, Network Reduction.
I. INTRODUCTION
DESPITE the liberalization of the electricity sector, thecentralized transmission-constrained unit-commitment
problem (TC-UC) is still a crucial optimization tool for market
clearing and the operation of current power systems [1].
More specifically, the goal of TC-UC is to determine the
commitment and dispatch of generating units to satisfy elec-
tricity demand at the minimum cost. The general mathematical
formulation of the TC-UC problem can be stated as follows:
min
x∈Rn, y∈{0,1}m
f(x, y) (1a)
gi(x, y) ≤ 0, ∀i (1b)
hj(x) ≤ 0, ∀j (1c)
where continuous variables x represent power dispatch quan-
tities, power flows through transmission lines, amounts of load
shedding, etc. and binary variables y model the on/off status
of the generating units.
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The objective function (1a) minimizes the total generation
costs, while technical constraints pertaining to generating units
and the transmission network are modeled through (1b) and
(1c), respectively. If the objective function and all constraints
are assumed linear, formulation (1) is a mixed-integer linear
programming problem (MILP). Using a classical reduction
from the knapsack problem, the authors of [2] show that the
TC-UC is NP-hard even if a single time period is considered.
One possible approach to reduce the computational burden of
the TC-UC problem is to define new efficient reformulations
of the MILP problem, as done for instance in [3], [4]. Un-
fortunately, the classical solution algorithms proposed in such
works fail to provide solutions within a reasonable amount of
time for real-size power systems [5].
An alternative but not exclusive approach to reduce the
computational burden of the TC-UC problem consists in
removing some network constraints (NC). As explained in
[6], network constraints (1c) significantly increase the time
needed to solve the relaxed linear problems at each node of
the branch-and-bound tree. Since a large amount of relaxed
linear problems have to be solved to find the solution to (1),
removing some constraints (1c) in all relaxed linear problems
may involve a significant time reduction. However, given the
NP-hardness of mixed-integer linear problems, the extent of
this reduction is not straightforward.
Following this line of argument, some research works have
proposed methods to select a subset of NC that can be removed
from (1) to reduce the computational burden of the TC-UC
problem [7], [8], [9]. To better illustrate what these methods
seek as well as our contributions with respect to the state-of-
the-art, we consider the following illustrative MILP:
max
x∈R,y∈Z
x+ y (2a)
s.t. x ≤ 4 (2b)
x+ y ≥ 4 (2c)
y ≤ 4.5 (2d)
y ≤ 3.5 (2e)
The four constraints of (2) are depicted in Fig. 1 in which
feasible points are represented by the solid light gray lines.
It is just apparent that the optimal solution to problem (2) is
A = (4, 3). Let us now analyze the role of the four constraints
involved:
- Constraint (2b) holds with equality at the optimal point. If
this constraint is removed both the feasible region and the
optimal solution change. In fact, optimization problem (2)
becomes unbounded. We refer to this type of constraint
as active constraint.
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Fig. 1. Type of constraints in a MILP
- Constraint (2c) does not hold with equality at the optimal
point. If this constraint is removed, the feasible region
changes but the optimal solution remains the same (for
this particular objective function). We refer to this type
of constraint as inactive constraint.
- Constraint (2d) does not hold with equality at the optimal
point either. Note, however, that this is a very particular
inactive constraint since if removed, the feasible region
is unaffected. This means that the optimal solution for
any given objective function remains the same when this
constraint is eliminated. We refer to this type of constraint
as redundant constraint.
- Constraint (2e) is is not binding at the optimum either.
However, if removed, the optimal solution changes from
A to B = (4, 4). Then, this is the only non-binding
constraint that cannot be eliminated without affecting the
optimal solution. We refer to this type of constraint as
quasi-active constraint.
In order to formulate a simplified problem with a lower
computation burden than the original one, it is desirable to
remove the inactive (2c) and redundant (2d) constraints. In
our toy example, such simplified problem is stated as in (3).
max
x∈R,y∈Z
x+ y (3a)
s.t. x ≤ 4 (3b)
y ≤ 3.5 (3c)
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to develop a novel
data-driven method which efficiently identifies both redundant
and inactive network constraints of the TC-UC problem.
Removing such constraints yields a simplified optimization
problem that is faster to solve. As previously mentioned, some
research works have proposed methods to select a subset of
network constraints that can be removed from (1) to reduce
the computational burden of the TC-UC problem [7], [8],
[9]. Particularly, the authors of [7] propose a fast method to
remove the so-called redundant security constraints and sim-
plify the solution of the security-constrained unit-commitment
problem. Some years later, the authors of [8] introduce the
concept of umbrella constraint as follows: “A constraint is an
umbrella constraint if and only if removing it alters the set
of feasible solutions of the original optimization problem”.
In Fig. 1, (2b), (2c) and (2e) are umbrella constraints. The
authors propose a convex optimization problem to discover
umbrella constraints and reduce the complexity of the security-
constrained unit-commitment problem. However, as stated by
the authors, the solution times of the umbrella discovery
problem are prohibitive for practical power system use and
therefore, this method “is not meant for directly assisting
real-time operations”. The more recent publication [9] also
proposes a method to identify line flow constraints that do
not become active for a large range of load variation so that
the results are valid for long periods of time. Unlike the
two previous works, the authors use the unit commitment
problem to assess the performance of their method. Since the
procedure to identify redundant constraints is computationally
expensive, the authors propose to solve it offline for power
system operation problems.
The methods proposed in the three references previously
described have three things in common. First, all methods
aim at identifying redundant constraints such as (2d) only.
In this sense, after removing these constraints, the three
methods yield simplified optimization problems with the very
same feasible region as the original optimization problem.
Second, the three methods are optimization-based and require
the solution of additional optimization problems to identify
redundant constraints. This extra computational effort may
turn these methods unpractical for power system operation
problems. Third, the impact of system congestion on the
performance of those methods is not analyzed in either of
the three references.
In this paper we propose a novel data-driven method to
efficiently identify both redundant and inactive constraints,
that is, we take advantage of the information provided by
the data to reduce the computational burden of the TC-
UC problem. Therefore, the contributions of this paper are
threefold:
- Unlike existing works, the proposed method does not
only identify redundant constraints but also inactive
constraints such as (2c). In doing so, we remove a larger
number of constraints from the original problem and
consequently, reduce even further the computational time
required to solve the simplified problem.
- Furthermore, the proposed method is not optimization-
based but data-driven. That is, we leverage available
information of the power system to identify redundant
and inactive constraints. The computational time required
by the proposed data-driven method is insignificant if
compared with optimization-based methods, which makes
our proposal perfectly suitable for power system opera-
tion problems.
- We compare the performance of the proposed approach
with other existing methods in terms of computa-
tional burden, feasibility, and optimality of a simplified
network-constraint unit-commitment problem. For the
sake of comparison, we investigate their performance for
different levels of network congestion.
3The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
elaborates on the modeling assumptions and formulates the
TC-UC problem. All the methods compared in this paper to
determine the NC that can be removed are explained in Section
III. The comparison framework is described in Section IV.
Section V illustrates the different methods using a stylized
example. The results of a realistic case study are discussed in
Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. UNIT COMMITMENT PROBLEM
In this section, we formulate a generic single-period TC-UC
problem according to the following simplifying assumptions:
- Single-period: Unit commitment is usually formulated
as a multi-period optimization problem that incorporates
inter-temporal constraints such as ramping limits and
minimum up and down times [3], [4]. However, since this
work focuses on investigating the impact of network re-
duction (spatial dimension) on TC-UC results, we prefer
to investigate such impact alone by considering a single-
period (temporal dimension) TC-UC problem. Note that
the two closest research works on this topic also consider
single-period problems [7], [9].
- DC power flow: In order to keep the model linear,
the power flows through the transmission network are
computed using a DC approximation via power transfer
distribution factors (PTDF). The PTDF of line l with
respect to node n is denoted by aln. Besides, f l represents
the capacity of each transmission line. The number of
nodes and lines are denoted by NB and NL, respectively.
- Generation portfolio: Each generating unit g connected
to node bg is characterized by a minimum and maximum
power output (p
g
, pg), a capacity factor (ρg) and a pro-
duction cost (cg). Thermal generating units (GT ) have
cg > 0, pg > 0 and ρg = 1, while renewable generating
units (GR) have cg = 0, pg = 0 and 0 ≤ ρg ≤ 1.
- Known demand: Electricity demand at each node dn is
assumed to be known with certainty. Besides, we consider
a capacity adequate power system and thus, load shedding
is not modeled.
Therefore, the single-period TC-UC is formulated as the
following MILP:
min
pg ,ug ,qn
∑
g
cgpg (4a)
s.t. qn =
∑
g:bg=n
pg − dn, ∀n (4b)
∑
n
qn = 0 (4c)
ugpg ≤ pg ≤ ugρgpg, ∀g (4d)
− f l ≤
∑
n
alnqn ≤ f l, ∀l (4e)
ug ∈ {0, 1}, ∀g (4f)
Decision variables include the commitment of the generating
units ug, the power output dispatches pg and the net power
injections at each node qn. Objective function (4a) minimizes
the total production cost to satisfy demand. Equation (4b)
determines the net injection at each node, while constraint
(4c) ensures power balance in the system. Constraints (4d)
and (4e) impose limits on generation outputs and power flows
using PTDF, respectively. Finally, binary variables are declared
in (4f).
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present seven different methods to
infer the subset of network constraints (4e) that can be
removed from optimization problem (4). For simplicity, the
two inequality constraints in (4e) are either removed or kept
simultaneously by all methods.
The first four methods are simple benchmark methods
whose results are not interesting per se but serve us to
measure the performance of the other approaches. The fifth
and sixth methods are those proposed in references [7] and [9],
respectively. The last one is the data-driven method proposed
in this paper.
Some of the methods rely on the availability of historical
data from the power system under study. We assume we have
access to historical data on i) hourly electricity demand at
each node of the system dn, ii) hourly capacity factors of all
generating units, represented by ρg and iii) the status of each
transmission line sl, which is equal to 1 if line l was congested,
and to 0 otherwise.
A. Benchmark method (BN)
In the benchmark method, no NC are removed, i.e., the
optimization problem is solved considering all the constraints.
Hence, if used for real-size systems, the computational burden
of the benchmark method is extremely high. Therefore, the aim
of the rest of the methods is to reduce such computational
time while obtaining unit commitment decisions as close as
possible to those obtained by the benchmark method.
B. Single-bus method (SB)
In this method, all NC are removed and the equivalent
single-bus unit commitment is solved. Obviously, this method
is the fastest one but it may provide unit commitment decisions
that are infeasible in the actual network. While this method can
provide close-to-optimal solutions for power systems in which
line congestions hardly ever occur, its use is prohibitive in any
other case.
C. Perfect information method (PI)
Although this method cannot be implemented in practice,
its results are useful to understand the discussion in Section I
on the different types of constraints in MILP problems. This
method assumes perfect information on the line capacity con-
straints that are active at the optimal solution and removes all
the constraints that are not active, that is, redundant, inactive
and quasi-active constraints. In the numerical simulations
presented in Sections V and VI, the perfect information on
the line capacity constraints is obtained from the benchmark
method of Section III-A. In principle, one may think that this
4is the method that provides the same optimal solution as the
benchmark in the lowest possible time. However, this is not
true because of the quasi-active constraints defined in Section
I. Remember that removing quasi-active constraint (2e) from
(2) provides an optimal solution that is not feasible in the
original problem.
D. Naive method (NV)
The naive method removes the network capacity constraints
of those lines that have not been congested for any hour of the
available historical data. In plain words, the intuition of this
method is the following: “if a line has never been congested
in the past, it will never get congested in the future”. Despite
the low expected performance of this method, it is a simple
method useful to draw conclusions about the performance
of more sophisticated methods. It is important to notice
that, unlike the three simple methods previously presented,
historical data is required to apply this naive method.
E. Zhai’s method (ZH)
This is the method proposed in [7]. For each line l′ we
solve one minimization and one maximization problem with
the same objective functions and constraints. These problems
are jointly formulated in (5).
min
pg ,qn
/max
pg,qn
∑
n
al′nqn (5a)
s.t. (4b), (4c), (4d) (5b)
Optimization problems (5) are different from (4) in the fol-
lowing aspects: i) the objective function aims at maximizing or
minimizing the flow through a given line instead of minimizing
the total production costs; ii) binary variables are removed
and the power output of generators can vary now from 0
to its maximum capacity; iii) line capacity constraints are
not considered. Therefore, the feasible region of (5) is larger
than that of (4). Let us denote the optimal solution to the
minimization and maximization problems corresponding to
line l′ as fminl′ and f
max
l′ , respectively. The authors of [7] prove
that if |fminl′ | and |f
max
l′ | are lower than f l′ , then the capacity
constraints of line l′ can be removed from (4) without affecting
its optimal solution.
Regarding its applicability, note that optimization problems
(5) must be solved for each line whose status we want to
infer. For instance, if hourly commitment decisions have to be
determined for a system with NL lines for each hour of the
following year, optimization problem (5) must be solved 2 ×
8760×NL times. To make it suitable for practical applications,
the authors of [7] also propose a very efficient method to find
the solution to (5).
F. Roald’s method (RO)
This method has been proposed in [9]. Similarly to [7],
it is based on the solution of one minimization and one
maximization problem for each line l′. These problems are
also jointly formulated as in (6):
min
pg ,qn,dn
/ max
pg ,qn,dn
∑
n
al′nqn (6a)
s.t. (4b), (4c), (4d), (4e) (6b)
dn ≤ dn ≤ dn, ∀n (6c)
There are three main differences between optimization prob-
lems (5) and (6). First, model (5) considers a fixed demand
dn while in model (6) the demand at each bus is a decision
variable that can vary from dn to dn. Second, the capacity
factor ρg needs to be set in (6) to, for example, the maximum
capacity factor of each unit g. Finally, while model (5)
disregards loop flow constraints, they are taken into account
in model (6). If fminl′ and f
max
l′ correspond to the optimal
solutions of (6) for a given line l′ and it is satisfied that
|fminl′ | < f l′ and |f
max
l′ | < f l′ , the authors of [9] propose
to remove the capacity constraints of such line from (4).
Although the differences between ZH and RO methods seem
small, they involve fundamental consequences regarding their
practical applicability. Indeed, let us assume that dn and dn
are set to the maximum and minimum demand values at each
node during the past year. In that case, having |fminl′ | < f l′ and
|fmaxl′ | < f l′ means that line l
′ is not expected to be congested
for a wide range of load variations and its corresponding
capacity constraints can be removed for any unit commitment
problem to be solved during the next year, for example. This
way, if hourly commitment decisions have to be determined
for a system of NL lines for each hour of the following year,
optimization problem (6) only has to be solved 2×NL times.
G. Data-driven method (DD)
As discussed, ZH and RO methods are optimization-based
and require the solution of extra optimization problems to
determine the line capacity constraints to be removed. Besides,
both methods only remove redundant constraints that, as
such, do not alter the original feasible region. This strategy
may be too conservative and involve low computational time
reductions.
Conversely, the method proposed in this paper uses his-
torical data on the power system to infer the congestion of
the transmission lines via statistical learning methods [10].
This shows two main advantages. First, we avoid the need for
solving a large number of additional optimization problems.
Second, we can efficiently leverage available information on
the power system to remove not only redundant but also
inactive constraints.
Although different learning methods could be applied, we
opt for the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm because
of its simplicity, interpretability, and flexibility to account
for physical information about the power system within the
learning process. In this paper, this non-parametric (super-
vised) learning algorithm first proposed in [11] is used for
the classification of congested and not congested lines at time
period t, based on the information provided by the net demand.
5Let us first define the net demand dˆn as the difference
between the electricity consumption and the renewable gener-
ation at each node, i.e.,
dˆn = dn −
∑
g∈GR:bg=n
ρgpg (7)
Vector dˆ includes the net demand for all nodes, that is,
dˆ = (dˆ1, . . . , dˆNB ). Let us also assume that we have access
to historical information on the net demand and the status of
a given line l for NT time periods, represented by the set
of pairs {(dˆt, slt), t = 1, . . . , NT }. Hence, for each line l,
and based on the historical data provided by (dˆt, slt), ∀t, the
goal of the KNN classification method is to determine the
status of line l at a new unseen time period t′, according to
the plurality vote of its closest K neighbors. The set of the
closest K neighbors is denoted by NK ⊂ {1, . . . , NT }, and is
formed by the K most similar time periods. Such a similarity
is measured in terms of a distance between the features of dˆt
and dˆt′ computed as
dist(dˆt, dˆt′) = ‖a
T
l (dˆt − dˆt′)‖2 (8)
The distance function (8) is chosen to be the weighted
ℓ2−norm due to its well-known performance and simplicity.
However, the application of our methodology to other dis-
tances such as Minkowski’s is straightforward. Notice also
that the weights in (8) are represented by the PTDF of the
line under study. Hence, two individuals are close if the net
demand of those buses that have a higher impact on the power
flow through line l are similar enough.
The application of KNN to our problem can be thus
summarized as follows:
1) Use (8) to compute the distance between the new indi-
vidual t′ and all existing individuals t.
2) Determine the subset NK that includes the K time
periods with lowest distance dist(dˆt, dˆt′).
3) If slt = 0 ∀t ∈ NK (which means that line l is
not congested for any neighbor), then we assume that
the line is not congested for the new individual t′ and
its corresponding line capacity constraints (4e) can be
removed from (4). Otherwise, such constraints are kept.
Note that the number of neighbors K relates somehow
with the confidence level of removing the line capacity con-
straints while obtaining unit commitments that are feasible in
the original optimization problem. The larger K , the more
conservative we are, and therefore the lower the chances of
obtaining optimal solutions that are not feasible in the original
optimization problem. In the limit, if K = 1, one line capacity
constraint is removed providing that such a line was not
congested in the closest neighbor. It is obvious that such a
strategy may be quite risky and that there is a high probability
that the optimal solution may be infeasible for the original
optimization problem. On the other hand, if K is equal to
the total number of individuals, then the proposed method
coincides with the naive method of Section III-D and the only
NC that can be removed are those corresponding to lines that
have never been congested.
IV. COMPARISON
The seven methods presented in Section III aims at selecting
the network constraints that can be removed in order to reduce
the computational time required to determine commitment
decisions ug for given values of demand and capacity factors.
However, we would also like the commitment decisions ug
yielded by each method to be as close as possible to the
optimal ones obtained by the benchmark method. Therefore,
the different methods are compared in terms of the computa-
tional time required to solve the reduced TC-UC problem and
the suboptimality of the decisions obtained with the reduced
problem. To do so, we proceed as follows:
1) Given the historical data, determine the subset of NC that
can be removed according to each methodm described in
Section III, where m ∈ {BN, SB, PI,NV,ZH,RO,DD}.
The set of removed NC is denoted by Lm, and the
percentage of removed NC by Rm.
2) Solve the reduced TC-UC problem (4) on a set of unseen
time periods and denote its computational burden as T m.
3) Fix commitment decisions to those obtained in Step 2)
and solve the following modified TC-UC formulation
min
pg ,qn,ǫn
∑
g
cgpg + L
∑
n
|ǫn| (9a)
s.t. qn + ǫn =
∑
g:bg=n
pg − dn, ∀n (9b)
(4c)− (4e) (9c)
where L is a large enough constant and ǫn are slack
variables that measure the infeasibility of the commitment
decisions of Step 2). Problem (9) includes now the
capacity limits of all transmission lines. Note that (9)
is a linear problem since binary variables are fixed.
4) Compute the production cost of (9) as Cm =
∑
g cgpg
and the percentage of relative infeasibility with respect
to the total demand as Im = 100
∑
n
|ǫn|∑
n
dn
.
Methods of Section III aim at obtaining a value of T m as
low as possible, a value of Cm as close as possible to the BN
method, and a value of Im as close to 0% as possible.
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
To illustrate the differences among the methods of Sec-
tion III, we consider a three-node system with two thermal
generating units and one load as depicted in Fig. 2. The
minimum and maximum power output of both units are 20MW
and 150MW. However, the production cost of units at nodes
n1 and n2 is e10/MWh and e20/MWh, respectively. The
susceptance and capacity of lines l1, l2 and l3 are (1 p.u.,
30MW), (2 p.u., 60MW) and (3 p.u., 90MW), in that order.
Table I provides the optimal power outputs for six different
historical net demand levels together with the status of each
line. As observed, line l2 gets congested for demand levels
110, 130 and 150 MW, while l3 only reaches its capacity for
the highest value of demand.
For each methodm, Table II provides the removed NC (Lm)
6n1 n2
n3
g1 g2
l1 (30MW)
l2 (60MW) l3 (90MW)
10 e/MWh
[20− 150] MW
20 e/MWh
[20− 150] MW
d3
Fig. 2. Three-node illustrative example
TABLE I
Illustrative example — Historical data
d3 p1 p2 s1 s2 s3
50 50 0 0 0 0
70 70 0 0 0 0
90 70 20 0 0 0
110 73 37 0 1 0
130 66 64 0 1 0
150 60 90 0 1 1
with the resulting production cost (Cm,e) and the relative
infeasibility (Im,%) determined as explained in Section IV.
The BN method considers all constraints and involves
the highest computational burden. In addition, this method
provides the feasible unit commitment with the lowest possible
cost. The SB method disregards all NC and derives com-
mitment decisions that are infeasible for both demand levels.
Particularly interesting are the results corresponding to the PI
method for d3 = 85MW. Although none of the line capacity
constraints are binding at the optimum for this demand level,
if all of them are removed, the obtained commitment decisions
are not feasible in the original problem. This occurs because
the capacity constraint of line l2 is, for d3 = 85MW, a quasi-
active constraint, as defined in Section I. For d3 = 125MW,
this methods keeps the capacity constraints of l2, l3 and obtains
the same solution as BN. Since l1 is the only line that has not
been congested in the past, the NV method keeps the capacity
constraints of the other two lines for both demand levels and
yields the same solution as BN.
If optimization problem (5) is solved for d3 = 85MW, only
the flow through line l2 exceeds its capacity. For d3 = 125MW,
the three lines reach their capacities and thus cannot be re-
moved from (4). For both demand levels, method ZH provides
the same solution as BN. Similarly, if optimization (6) is
TABLE II
Illustrative example — Comparison of methods
d3 = 85MW d3 = 125MW
method (m) Lm Cm Im Lm Cm Im
BN − 1050 0 − 1820 0
SB l1, l2, l3 825 3 l1, l2, l3 825 66
PI l1, l2, l3 825 3 l1 1820 0
NV l1 1050 0 l1 1820 0
ZH l1, l3 1050 0 − 1820 0
RO − 1050 0 − 1820 0
DD-2 l1, l2, l3 825 3 l1, l3 1820 0
DD-3 l1, l3 1050 0 l1 1820 0
DD-6 l1 1050 0 l1 1820 0
solved for each line with d3 varying between its minimum
and maximum historical values (50 ≤ d3 ≤ 150), all of them
exceeds their capacities and therefore, no constraint is removed
from (4). The results corresponding to RO methods coincide
then with those of BN.
We include the results of the proposed data-driven method
for 2, 3 and 6 neighbors and denote them as DD-2, DD-3,
and DD-6, respectively. Since the illustrative example only
includes one feature (electricity demand at bus 3), consid-
ering weights in the proposed method does not apply. For
d3 = 85MW, the two closest neighbors are the data points cor-
responding to d3 = 70MW and d3 = 90MW. Since the three
lines are uncongested for both neighbors, the DD-2 method
does not consider any NC. Since the capacity constraint of
line l2 for this demand level is a quasi-active constraint,
removing it from (4) derives commitment decisions that are
not feasible in the original network with IDD-2 = 3%. For the
same demand level, the three closest neighbors correspond
to d3 = 70MW, d3 = 90MW and d3 = 110MW. Notice
that l2 is congested for d3 = 110MW and therefore, DD-3
does not remove the capacity constraint of such a line and
the obtained commitment coincides with that of BN. This
illustrates that increasing the number of neighbors K in the
proposed data-driven method reduces the probability of remov-
ing quasi-active constraints in the reduced TC-UC problem.
For d3 = 125MW, the two closest neighbors correspond to
d3 = 110MW and d3 = 130MW, which implies that DD-2
keeps the capacity constraint of l2. Similarly, the three closest
neighbors are d3 = 110MW d3 = 130MW and d3 = 150MW
and thus, DD-3 only removes the capacity constraint of l1. For
both demand levels, the obtained commitment coincides with
that of BN. Finally, if the number of neighbors is equal to the
total number of historical data, the results provided by DD-6
methods coincide with those given by NV.
All the methods that provide the same commitment deci-
sions as the BN method are highlighted in bold font in Table
II. These methods are compared next in terms of its ability
to reduce the computational burden of the original TC-UC
problem. Given the reduced size of this example, comparing
computational times is not conclusive and therefore, we as-
sume that the number of line capacity constraints removed
for both demand levels is directly proportional to the time
reduction achieved by each method. In that sense, RO involves
the same computational time as BN since no constraints
are removed. Methods NV, ZH and DD-6 relatively reduce
the computational burden since two out of six constraints,
involved in the cases d3 = 85 and d3 = 125, are removed
(RNV,ZH,DD-6 = 33%). Finally, the proposed method DD-3
achieves the highest computational time reduction since three
out of six constraints, considered in both demand levels, are
removed (RDD-3 = 50%).
VI. CASE STUDY
In this section, we analyze and discuss the results of all
the methods presented in Section III for the IEEE RTS-96
test system [12] modified to accommodate 19 wind farms as
proposed in [13]. This power system includes 73 nodes and
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Medium-congested case — Comparison of methods
Method (m) Rm (%) ∆Cm (%) Im (%) τm (%)
BN 0 0.00 0.000 100
SB 100 -4.08 3.390 23.1
PI 99.3 -0.11 0.145 29.1
NV 94.2 0.00 0.000 40.1
ZH 64.3 0.00 0.000 47.1
RO-100 53.3 0.00 0.000 79.6
RO-95 63.3 0.00 0.000 73.1
RO-90 67.5 0.00 0.000 69.6
DD-5 99.2 0.00 0.002 33.3
DD-50 98.9 0.00 0.000 31.8
DD-500 98.3 0.00 0.000 32.1
120 transmission lines. Technical information on generating
units and transmission lines is available in [14]. This repository
also includes data corresponding to hourly electricity demand
and wind generation for 360 days. Finally, the hourly status
of each line (1 if congested and 0 otherwise) obtained after
solving the TC-UC problem (4) is also provided.
The whole data set is split into two subsets. The training
data set includes the first 300 days of the year, and the test
data set, which is formed by the last 60 days. Different uses
are given to the training subset depending on the method
applied. For instance, the naive method removes the capacity
constraints of the lines that have never become congested
in this data subset. Roald’s method uses this information to
determine the values of dn, dn and ρg . Finally, the data-driven
method proposed in this paper chooses the closest neighbors
of a new data point from this data subset. On the other hand,
the test data subset is used to compare the performance of the
different methods as explained in Section IV.
For all the methods compared in this paper, Table III
summarizes the main results, namely, the percentage of line
capacity constraints that are removed by each method (Rm),
the relative cost error with respect to the benchmark method
(∆Cm = 100(Cm − CBN)/CBN), the relative infeasibility of
each method (Im), and the relative computational time with
respect to the benchmark method (τm = 100 · T m/T BN). For
method RO-100, the upper and lower bounds on the variable
dn is set to the maximum and minimum historical electricity
demand at each node. The capacity factor ρg is set to the
maximum value as well. For RO-95 and RO-90, the demand
bounds are set to percentiles 95% and 5%, and 90% and 10%,
respectively. Similarly, ρg is set to the percentile 95% and
90% of the historical data. It is also worth mentioning that
the results provided in Table III are average values for the 60
days of the test data set.
The BN method does not remove any NC and as a re-
sult, obtains the optimal solution requiring the maximum
computational time. The SB method removes all NC, which
significantly reduces the computational time but provides
commitment solutions that are highly infeasible in the actual
network. Interestingly, although the PI method only removes
the capacity constraints of the lines that are not congested,
it also provides infeasible commitment decisions due to the
quasi-active constraints defined in Section I. Note that the PI
method removes the second highest number of line capacity
constraints. The NV method removes 94.2% of the line capac-
ity constraints and reduces the computational time to 40.1%
of the time required by the BN method.
As previously discussed, the ZH method is quite conser-
vative and as such, only removes 64.3% of the line capacity
constraints, which leads to a relative computational time of
47.1%. Similarly, RO method also removes a low percentage
of capacity constraints, although such a number increases
as bounds on dn are tightened. These methods reduce the
computational burden by half, approximately. Finally, the
proposed data-driven method removes a number of constraints
above 98% for values of K equal to 5, 50 and 500 and reduces
the computational time to 30% of the time required by the BN
method. Notice that DD-5 involves unit commitment decisions
that are slightly infeasible (0.002%). However, if K increases
to 50 or 500, the proposed method provides the optimal unit
commitment decisions at the lowest computational time.
To further assess the performance of the proposed data-
driven method, we have carried out a sensitivity analysis on the
congestion level of the power system under study. Besides the
already discussed results corresponding to a medium-congested
case (MC), we have tested all methods for a low-congested
case (LC) obtained by multiplying the line capacities by two,
and a high-congested case (HC) obtained by dividing the line
capacities by two. The number of lines that get ever congested
for the whole year for LC, MC, and HC are 1, 8, and 39,
respectively. Besides, the most congested line for LC, MC
and HC reaches its corresponding capacity limit during 316,
3714 and 5727 hours of the year.
The time required by the BN method to solve the TC-UC
problem for the 60 days of the test subset for the LC, MC, and
HC cases amounts to 60, 80 and 500 seconds, in that order.
This means that reducing the computational burden becomes
more imperative for highly congested power systems.
Tables IV and V provide results similar to those in Table
III for the low- and high-congested cases, respectively. Let
us first analyze the results for the low-congested case, which
are provided in Table IV. First, it can be observed that the
results given by the SB method are not as inaccurate as in the
medium-congested case. In other words, since line congestion
rarely ever happens, removing all line capacity constraints
is a sensible strategy which involves a 70% time reduction.
However, similar time reductions are also achieved by the
other more sophisticated methods such as ZH, RO or DD.
Therefore, for low-congested systems, simple methods such
as SB or NV perform good enough to reduce the computa-
tional complexity of the TC-UC problem without significantly
affecting the optimal unit commitment decisions.
This is not true, however, for highly congested systems,
as shown in Table V. In such cases, the SB method pro-
vides TC-UC decisions that are highly infeasible in practice
(ISB = 10.6%). Notice that the NV method provides accept-
able results, with a relative computational time of 30.7%, no
infeasibilities and a small cost error. For the high-congested
case, the ZH and RO methods remove a very low number
of NC and therefore, lead to quite small time reductions.
The proposed DD method is able to efficiently learn from
available data and remove between 84.7% and 93.3% of the
line capacity constraints. This results in time reductions that
8TABLE IV
Low-congested case — Comparison of methods
Method (m) Rm (%) ∆Cm (%) Im (%) τm (%)
BN 0 0.000 0.000 100
SB 100 -0.04 0.044 34.2
PI 100 0.01 0.001 34.2
NV 99.2 0.00 0.000 39.7
ZH 94.8 0.00 0.000 30.2
RO-100 85.8 0.00 0.000 45.2
RO-95 90.0 0.00 0.000 42.2
RO-90 91.7 0.00 0.000 41.7
DD-5 99.9 0.01 0.002 31.5
DD-50 99.8 0.00 0.000 31.0
DD-500 99.5 0.00 0.000 30.4
TABLE V
High-congested case — Comparison of methods
Method (m) Rm (%) ∆Cm (%) Im (%) τm (%)
BN 0 0.00 0.000 100
SB 100 -14.44 10.557 3.1
PI 95.1 1.74 0.440 7.8
NV 72.5 0.01 0.000 30.7
ZH 11.3 0.00 0.000 75.0
RO-100 20.8 0.00 0.000 87.5
RO-95 23.3 0.00 0.000 83.6
RO-90 25.0 0.00 0.000 80.6
DD-5 93.3 5.36 0.188 9.7
DD-50 89.9 4.74 0.107 13.3
DD-500 84.7 0.06 0.034 18.4
are above 80% for the three values of K here considered. The
largest computational savings are obtained for DD-5 but at the
expense of getting significant values of relative infeasibility
and cost error. On the other hand, the computational time of
DD-500 is also noticeably reduced, while keeping ∆Cm and
Im to values very close to 0%.
Therefore, the proposed methodology is able to efficiently
reduce the computational burden of the TC-UC problem by a
factor of 5 at the cost of providing unit commitments that
are slightly suboptimal (∆CDD-500 = 0.06%) and slightly
infeasible (IDD-500 = 0.034%). To properly evaluate the
practical implications of the solution provided by DD-500,
it is important to keep in mind that the TC-UC problem is
usually not solved to global optimality for real-size power
systems and mip gap values between 0.5% and 1% are usually
accepted [15]. Therefore, the suboptimality of the unit com-
mitment determined by DD-500 is significantly below typical
values. Secondly, actual power systems include a series of
fast-responding ancillary services to balance small deviations
between generation and consumption of electricity caused, for
example, by forecast errors. Therefore, the small infeasibilities
yielded by the DD-500 method will be handled by such
ancillary services without compromising the stability of the
power system operation [16].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Reducing the computational burden of the TC-UC problem
is a very relevant research topic within the PES community.
One approach to address this issue consists in disregarding
the capacity constraints of those transmission lines that will
not become active during operation. Although there are some
existing works in this direction, all of them focus on removing
redundant network constraints in order not to alter the original
feasible region of the TC-UC problem.
In this paper, we propose a data-driven approach that takes
advantage of historical information to disregard both redun-
dant and inactive network constraints. In doing so, we remove
a larger number of network constraints than existing methods
and achieve higher computational savings, which range from
65% to 80% depending on the congestion level of the power
system. As a counterpart, the proposed approach yields com-
mitment decisions that are slightly suboptimal (< 0.06%) and
slightly infeasible (< 0.03%).
Future research is needed to extend the proposed methodol-
ogy to the multi-period unit commitment problem, where inter-
temporal constraints such as ramping limits are also included.
Besides, investigating the performance of different statistical
learning techniques to reduce the computational burden of the
TC-UC problem also requires further research.
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